
“Now it is the independent portals through which 
journalists are making free editorial decisions. By this 
self-governing journalism, the mission of the 
profession can be achieved,” Mr Parvartiya added 
further.

BG Verghese Lecture Series of DME Media School 
came back to the physical mode- featuring Mr Deepak 
Parvartiyar, Chief Editor, Global Bihari to discuss 
'Reinventing News on Independent Portals' in Studio-
62 on April 19.The session revolved around the issues 
of independent journalism, grass root reporting and 
media challenges of contemporary time. 

Mr Parvartiya started the session by evoking B G 
Verghese's example of how he stood up against Indira 
Gandhi during the Emergency, despite being her 
speech writer. He asserted,“When you are a journalist, 
it is the cause that matters, not the individual.”

Initiation the session, Dr Ambrish Saxena, Professor 
and Dean, DME Media School said, “The centre of 
news dissemination has shifted from radio to digital. 
The independent journalism is booming, so the 
current  generat ion of  media leaders  shal l 
comprehend the challenges of running autonomous 
digital news platforms.”

He presented a UNESCO report on independent 
media and highlighted that the interconnection 
between political power and regulatory authority is 
putting pressure on media's freedom. “Delegitimizing 
journalists is an additional challenge,”said the veteran 
journalist.

B G Verghese Lecture of April 2022
Stand up for a cause and oppose injustice
like BG Verghese: Deepak Parvartiyar

Q&A round followed the session. It led to an 
interesting discussion of experiences and lessons 
about the complexities of journalism. Dr Saxena, 
summarized the discussion for the audience and 
thanked Mr Parvartiya for giving his time.

Mr Parvartiya further cautioned the young media 
aspirants about the challenges of independent media 
portals.  “When we run an autonomous news portal, 
we need to ensure accurate and well-researched 
news. A single erroneous information can pose threat 
to your journalism. Apart from it, financial problems, 
lack of resources, and daily threats are regular trials of 
self-governing portal,” he added. The senior 
journalist also shared his vast experience of starting 
his own digital portal - Global Bihari. Concluding the 
session, he said, "If you are practising journalism, stay 
true to what you do, whatever comes your way.” 

In discussing the topic, he further explained the 
meaning of news and independent portals to the 
audience. He said,“Post pandemic time is witnessing 
growth and popularity of Independent Journalism.”

Earlier in the beginning of the session, Dr Susmita 
Bala, Head, DME Media School, welcomed the guest 
and expressed her delight at conducting the BG 
Verghese lecture in offline mode after a long period of 
time. 
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Mr Deepak Parvatiyar is the Chief 
Media Advisor of ICV, hon. Media 
Advisor, the Indian Federation of 
United Nations Associations &We Care 
Film Fest on disability issues. He is the 
Chief Editor of globalbihari.com and a 
member of the World Water Council.
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Students of DME Media School attended Halla Bol, the live debate show 
of AAJ TAK News Channel on April 15at the studio of India Today. They 
formed a part of its audience to observe and learn about the conduct of 
such news programs.  

Two segments of the studio-based program were hosted by seasoned 
journalists Anjana Om Kashyap and Sweta Singh in presence of high-
profile panellists. It included spokespersons from different political 
parties of national prominence such as Sudhanshu Trivedi for BJP, Dr 
Nawal Kishore for RJD, and defence experts like Major Gen. KK Sinha, 
Retd Army Officer, Air Vice Marshal Srivastava and others.

Students witnessed the debate and also observed how the news anchors 
conducted themselves. They observed the off-camera teams to 
understand the pace and nature of their work. Disha Dixit, a student of 
second-year, was elated to have met the prominent journalists. “I 
learned how the media channels operate, how the shooting is done. The 

Learning by observation: 
Media students attend live debate at AAJ TAK

hustle-bustle around the team was giving me an adrenaline rush. I 
wanted to become a part of that process,” she said. 

Harshi Sharma, also from the second year, found it to be a learning 
experience as a budding journalist. She expressed, “I was excited to 
know how things work in news channels, especially how anchors 
handle things on the spot. It was fascinating to see them conduct the 
debate while managing the time constraints.”

More than fifty students were a part of these programs. They 
participated by asking questions and called the visit - an 'enriching and 
fascinating experience'.

“Thinking on your feet is the most important aspect in live programs. I 
learned that while observing the production crew,” said Shiksha, a 
student of first year. 
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Aditya Arya shares life experiences of photography
with students of DME

Episode 36 of the Vibrant India Series, an initiative by DME Media School, featured Mr Aditya 
Arya, Founder Director of Museo Camera-Photography Museum, as the illustrious personality 
on April 25. The session held in the virtual mode, was to inspire the students with his life 
story.

Mr Arya began the session, narrating how he got inclined to photography in the no internet 
age. “Photography is an amazing profession; it takes you to the places where a normal 
person is unable to go. This idea triggered my mind towards the profession. Also, I used to 
read National Geography a lot which further push me to become a photographer,” he said.
Talking about the struggle he faced while learning the art of photography, Mr Arya said, “In 
70s life was slow, and people would have to go through the encyclopaedias in the library to 
find their answers. And in the filed of photography there was no place to learn.” He claimed 
himself as a self-taught photographer as he learned everything during the job only.

The session commenced with insights into Mr Arya's life and his incredible photography work. 
Dr Ambrish Saxena, Professor and Dean, DME Media School initiated the session, asking the 
guest to share his inspiring journey and the challenges he faced while pursuing his passion. 
“The session is a wonderful learning opportunity for all the students passionate about 
photography,” said Dr Saxena.

Agam Kaur

Vibrant India Series: Episode 36

While concluding the address, he informed students how he came up with the idea of 
making a Camera Museum. “Being a student of History, I know the importance of tracing 
the past and preserving it. Thus, I decided to raise a museum which traces the history of 
photographs. It is about knowing how silver grains turned into pixels,” said Mr Arya.
The address was followed by an interaction of Dr Saxena with the guest, and a question-
answer round with the students of Media School. Concluding the session, Mr Arya showed 
some section of his museum and displayed a few vintage cameras from his priceless 
collection.

The senior photographer further talked about the advantage of slow learning in no internet 
age where people would go into the depths and learn everything about a subject. “In 
today's time, everybody is in a great hurry to do multiple things. People have answers at 
their fingertips for everything. But we learned so much about our profession due to the 
slow learning process of our time,” he added.
He also informed the students how a photographer witnesses the changing phase of time. 
“From capturing the coal and steel mines to shooting the products, we have seen the entire 
trajectory- the making of India,” added Mr Arya.

Former ACP Rajendra Singh talks about
collaborative relationship between media and police

Kirti Mathur & Vinayak Yadav

Vibrant India Series: Episode 37

Talking about the job of police officials, Mr Singh also mentioned, “The job of a police officer is 

Mr Singh began by appreciating the profession of journalism and informed how he cracked many 
cases with the help of the media. “I had worked with investigative and crime reporters while 
working on many crime cases. I appreciate the way journalists work and search for every minor 
detail,” he said.

The Vibrant India Series of DME Media School, which covers various inspirational figures, featured 
Mr Rajender Singh – former ACP, Delhi Police as the Guest of Eminence for episode 37 on April 26. 
Mr Singh is known for cracking crime cases like the Dhaula Kuan gang rape case and Sunanda 
Pushkar murder case. 
Dr Ambrish Saxena, Professor and Dean, DME Media School appreciated the illustrious career of the 
Chief Guest and said, “Every person who wants to pursue journalism as a career, must also be 
familiar with the working of police personnel. This understanding helps journalist to be unbiased 
while dealing with the police administration.”

tough, and if there is any profession where there is an obvious display of authority, it is that of a 
police administration.” He talked about several cases where things went wrong, and what was 
learned as a result of those occurrences.
Later a question-answer round was held where the students interacted with the guest. Answering 
a question Mr Singh said, “if media has access to sufficient data to support the coverage of crime 
story, it will be reported with honesty; otherwise, journalists will make assumptions and end up 
giving fairy tales and ultimately cause a problem for the police department.”
Dr Saxena thanked the guest for giving valuable insights into the police department and sharing 
his life experience. Dr Saxena enthusiastically appreciated the last statement of Mr Singh that 
the police department shall first serve the interest of the deprived class. He concluded, 
“Journalism is about giving voice to the voiceless and if police department would focus on the 
same, a positive change can be brought in the society.
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Students chit-chat with Dean and discuss future plans

The healthy discussion moved further as Dr Saxena asked Esika about her ambitions, 
interests and inclinations. She replied, “I love dancing, singing, acting and writing 
poetry.” She also talked about campus life experience and said, “The campus life of 
DME is outstanding, I am learning so much and the most important thing is that I am 
exploring myself.”

The session commenced with a formal introduction, after which Dr Saxena asked 
participants about good things that happened to them during the pandemic. Lakshya 
replied that it was a bad time that turned into a wonderful experience as he learned a few 
new things. “It was a lively experience and a new learning time for me,” he added.

In the third episode of Face2Face, organised on April 18, Esika Shaw of first year, Priya 
Mishra of second year and Lakshya Bisht from the outgoing batch were invited to interact 
with the Dr Ambrish Saxena, Professor and Dean, DME Media School.

Dr Saxena then asked Priya about her area of interest and things which are close to her 
heart. She said, “I like writing and love the concept of slam poetry as it reaches the 
audience directly.” She also expressed her love for Nukkad Natak.

Avtansh Dubey

Face2Face: Season 3, Episode 3

“We cannot let anything pass, one shall be determined to utilize his full potential and 
accomplish all his goals,” Dr Saxena said in his closing remarks.

During the candid conversation, Priya recited an exquisite poem written by her on 
women empowerment which was highly appreciated by everyone. Lakshya also recited 
a self-composed poem on women empowerment and received applauses from all. 

Moving towards the end of the program Dr Saxena gave one minute to each participant 
for their final remarks which were full of positivity. Laskhya encourage juniors to enjoy 
college life while gaining knowledge, Priya emphasised having a motive in one's life 
and Esika focused on how good a college life can be. 

Priya further talked about her goals for the final year of college. “I am focusing more on 
my masters for which I have started my preparations. My main goal for the remaining 
time of college is to gain maximum knowledge,” she informed.

Students discuss challenges and opportunities of pandemic
Agam Kaur

Face2Face: Season 3, Episode 4

To this, Ishpreet said, “Offline classes were better as it provides greater interaction with the 
teachers and peers.” He also talked about a few things missed during the pandemic time 
and added, “Reopening of colleges had certainly given a fresh lease of life to the 
students.”Ispreet further said that the pandemic was a roller coaster, thrilling and 
challenging experience for him. 

Initiating the session, Dr Ambrish Saxena, Professor and Dean, DME Media School asked 
students about their experience of being a part of DME, and the problems faced by them 
during the global pandemic. 

The fourth episode of Face2Face – an interactive chat show between the students and the 
Dean of DME Media School had Ishpreet Singh from the senior most batch, Akshita Sharma 
from the batch of 2020, and Nikhil Gupta from 2021 batch as the participants.

Akshita on the other hand highlighted the pros of virtual classes and said, “the best thing 

Concluding the session, Dr Saxena said, “The time we spend together and the memories 
we cherish, will be long lasting in our lives, so one should make every moment count.”

Students were then asked about campus life, friendships and their relationship with the 
faculty members of DME. Nikhil appreciated the helpful nature of all the faculty 
members. “In DME Media School, one can go to any professor to share his issues. They 
way teacher do our mentoring is incredible,” said elated Akshit.

about online teaching is that learning takes place in the comfort zone.” Nikhil told 
everyone about the initiative he took in his School during the pandemic. “In my school 
teachers were waiting for covid to end, but I requested them to start taking online 
classes. 
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Azadi
Freedom: Fascism: Fiction

Azadi- is an Urdu term that means freedom 
and the subtitle of the book reads 'Freedom: 
Fascism: Fiction'. The book highlights the 
dreadful affairs of the country and the writer's 
concern about it. 

But the issue of Kashmir and Kashmir is is at 
the centre of this book. You will get to know 
about how people of both religions have 

There are detailed discussions about some 
contemporary issues of India ranging from 
pandemic crisis to growing communalism. 
The author has very carefully touched upon 
similar problems of the world- drawing a 
comparison with the country's issues. 

The book - Azadi by Arundhati Roy is a 
collection of political articles and speeches of 
the author – focuses on a vast range of issues 
the country is reeling under. The book also 
includes a speech that was scheduled to be 
delivered in February 2020 at Cambridge 
University.

This book is good at giving you some 
thoughts to understand conspiracy theories. 
It is a must-read for those who keep a vigil on 
the socio, economic and political unfolding 
of the country and the World.

Flipkart: 4.4/5

suffered over the years in this ever-going 
fight. Then it talks about some of the latest 
po l i c ies  in t roduced  by  the  cent ra l 
government like demonetization, NRC, CAA, 
GST, removal of Article 370, and many other 
things. 

Good reads: 4.1/5
Ratings:

She shares a glimpse of her previous books 
like 'The God of Little things' and 'The 
Ministry of utmost happiness' and has quoted 
some references. Written at the beginning of 
the pandemic this book ends with a question, 
Will India be able to tackle and handle the 
pandemic?

Khushi Nagpal

The Book- Azadi    
Language- English

Author- Arundhati Roy 
Price- Rs. 600/-

Sam Raimi, known for his immortal 
dramatic Spider-man trilogy, has once 
again enthralled the audience with his 
newest work- Doctor Strange: Multiverse 
into Madness. The story is about a 
forbidden spell that opens a portal to the 
multiverse. 

I t  h a s  s e v e r a l  R a i m i  s t a m p s  o f 
authenticity- Undead entities, Tortured 
souls, Camera tricks, Alternative horror 
and humor, and hectic vibes that will 
inject everything with erratic energy. 
Raimi paid special attention to every 
m o v e m e n t  a n d  f l o w  a n d 
especiallytovisuals and the rhythm of 
colors. Doctor Strange is not centered on 

It is a movie embellished with big stars 
like Benedict Cumberbatch, Elizabeth 
Olsen, Xochitl Gomez and Benedict 
Wong, Patrick Stewart, Bruce Campbell, 
John Karniski, and many more celebrities 
w h o  j o i n e d  h a n d s  f o r  s p e c i a l 
appearances. They all did justice to their 
roles and everyone got the proper stage 
to shine.

The film concluded on a high note but the 
audience may end up craving to know 
more about Doctor Strange as several 
details from the latter part of Doctor 
Strange have been left out to keep the run 
time in check. This film is a prototypical 
Sam Raimi drama and not everyone has 
the taste for it. For others, it is worth a 
watch and even a single would not come 
out disappointed irrespective of the 
insignificant shortcoming.

one plotline but a handful of, the audience 
might confuse about the story but it all 
comes  together  in  the  end.  The 
background music of this film has been 
crafted beautifully, and Raimi has done a 
phenomenal job with magnificent art 
direction that will keep you glued.

Directors: Sam Raimi
Cast: Benedict Cumberbatch, Elizabeth Olsen,
Xochitl Gomez, and Benedict Wong

Ratings:
7.3/10 - IMBD

Aditya Goswami

Doctor Strange:
A Multiverse of Madness
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The session began with the opening remarks of Kalidas. He said that 
learning self-defence is the need of the hour for one'ssafety, 
irrespective ofgender.“But it doesn't mean that you need to be violent 
in every situation,” he added. “If possible, try avoid aviolent encounter 
and keep self-defence as the last resort,”M.S Divyasari added. 

The second session of the self-defence workshop organized by SPARC - 
the student council of DME Media School was to train the first-year 
students in self-defence techniques on April 27. MS Divyasri and 
Kalidas Sreenivas, second-year students and well-trained martial 
artists, were the resource persons of the workshop.

Divyasari startedthe session by demonstrating four basic punches - jab, 

Students of Media School learn techniques of Self-Defence

cross, uppercut and hook.It was followed by different types of kicks 
and techniques like basic wrist locks and arm joint locks. Kalidas 
further showcased them how to use these techniques in a possible 
situation of danger.
Students followed their instructions, practised the moves and got 
instant feedback from the trainers. They learnedall the major self-
defence techniques during the workshop. 
Concluding the workshop, Dr Ambrish Saxena, Professor and Dean, 
DME Media School, said that learning self-defence is not a single work, 
one should practice it with consistency.

Diksha Negi

LENS APE
"All I want is an education, and I 

am afraid of no one."

Photo by Dev Choudhary
Batch 2021, Section A
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Old New

Thrill begins as Amy goes 
missing and now the prime 

suspect is her husband, 
Nick. The multiple 

narrations twist the 
story like a rope and 

just when you feel it is 
over ,  another  twis t 

awaits. A must read for 
thrill lovers.

 Books Books

Anand spins around the 
friendship of a doctor and his 
patient. It showcases the 

atrocity of life and society. 
The story is about a 

doctor who goes out 
of his ways to help 

p o o r  a n d  a  d y i n g 
patient with his undying 

w i s h  o f  s p r e a d i n g 
happiness. 

Movie/Series
Set in 1920, this film has 
proven that we go beyond 
our limits for our loved 
ones. This film is based 
upon a complicated 
friendship and has 
a  r e f e r e n c e  t o 
R a m a y a n a .  I t 
u n f o l d s  d i f f e r e n t 
feelings in characters 
a n d  a  p l e d g e d 
commitment .  A  must 
watch.   

Movie/Series

This superhit love song 
made its way deep into our 

hearts. The characters 
d e l i v e r e d  t h e 

unspoken feelings, 
k e e p i n g  e y e 
contact as the love 

language. It definitely 
was a heartthrob of all 

times. 

Song
The depiction of love 
without uttering a single 
word  cont inues  a s 
Gangubai conveys 
her  w i sh  to  be 
loved but not in the 
way she had been 
her whole life. This 
m a s t e r p i e c e  i s  a n 
absolute mix of serenity 
and desolation. 

Song

Something Old, Something New
What do you like more- classics or brand-new? Let's check out some of both.

Here are a few recommendations from us for you to binge on. 

Compiled by Shreya Jha

A socially-awkward maid 
becomes a suspect in a 
murder investigation. 
T h e r e  a r e  c e r t a i n 
passages of dry, witty 
h u m o r  a n d  t h e 
h o t e l  i s  a n 
interesting choice 
o f  s e t u p .  T h i s 
compel l ing thr i l ler 
leaves your brain to just 
o n e  q u e s t i o n 
“Whodunnit?”
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